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ROWAN BUSINESS FORMS
AForms Manufacturer Repositions for the 21st Century
By IVARS SARKANS

RDP Marathon configured equipment specifically to match Rowan requirements. Shown above, apress with three offset towers, two fiexo units, UVlhot air dryer combination
plus a variable imaging station for bar-codedforms and labels andpersonalized direct mail.

An open house and press conference on June 9, 1999, at Rowan Business

Forms in Salisbury, North Carolina, U.S.A., provided a glimpse of the strategy
used by one moderate-size forms manufacturer to move into new products
and market segments that can offer greater long-term growth and profit
opportunities than conventional forms.
The company, with a history dating back to 1921, was one of the early
leaders in bar-coded forms and related products with variable imaging. The
Rowan Business Forms plant in Salisbury has also had process-color
capabilities for short-run direct mail products and other commercial printing
that can be produced on four-color forms presses. Over half of Rowan's total
volume is still conventional forms, but Rick Hardesty, president of the
company, recognizes that the future growth of his business will demand
expansion of the product line and greater emphasis on high-value printing.

Responding to the need for change

lacked many of the features that reduce setup time and waste on current
models. Rowan could not pursue some of today's direct mail and commercial
printing opportunities because of the ink coverage constraints of the forms
presses that were used for process-color and premium-quality printing.
Hardesty summed up the need for change by drawing a parallel with IBFI:
"Just like IBFI, Rowan needed to be better, faster and different" to keep up
with changes in the industry and customer requirements. The company
needed to upgrade press capability to keep pace with distributors who are
expanding their product lines and focusing on high-value, specialized
products and high-quality commercial printing.

Requirements and options
The Rowan management team started to evaluate press upgrade options in
1997 as part of an overall strategic review to position the company for future
growth. To justify th-e investment, new presses had to improve the competitive
position in direct mail and other special products, as well as provide an
efficient means of producing some of the core forms volume. Rowan also
wanted to capitalize on its extensive experience with UV inks and dryers to
expand production of labels, high-quality commercial printing and other
work beyond what can be done with ordinary forms presses.

In a presentation at the open house, Hardesty described how the company
had reached the limits of existing capabilities during the 1990s. Printing of
direct mail, other promotional products and special-application forms was
limited to practical speeds in the 500-feet-per-minute range on existing
presses, while the number of competitors with faster presses capable of eight
to 10 offset colors was increasing. Existing process-color-capable presses
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For direct mail and commercial printing, an eight- or lO-color forms-type
press appeared to be one of the options. However, that was "too much press"
for some of the core forms products. Rowan wanted to maintain the existing
Scitex high-speed on-press inkjet imaging capability, but managers were
concerned about the printing speed and downtime impact on an eight- or 10color press. Both high running speed and high versatility were major
concerns in evaluating press options. The product mix had many orders with
four or fewer colors that could run at high speed. Rowan needed a press that
could deliver folded forms, cut sheets and rewind jumbo rolls. On-press
die-cutting was another requirement that raised concerns about limiting the
speed and capacity of a very expensive eight- or lO-color press.

Unique solution
The evaluation of equipment options and press suppliers finally led to a
strategic relationship between the Rowan management team and RDP
Marathon, a Canadian builder of highly customized forms-type presses. RDP
Marathon has considerable experience designing presses that combine
mUltiple printing technolOgies, high ink coverage and other special features
for a wide range of products while maintaining many of the press
characteristics that make it easy to integrate this equipment into a forms plant
and train operators with forms-press experience. Specialists from RDP
Marathon assisted Rowan managers in evaluating market segments and
product opportunities, press features and options for maximizing the return
on investment in press capability upgrades.
At the Rowan open house, Eric Short, president of RDP Marathon,
summarized his company's strategic perspective of investments in new
presses: "In the past, specific application requirements usually led to a
narrow definition of press capabilities. Now, many forms manufacturers need
multiple application presses that give them a competitive position in a variety
of market niches." This view matched the product versatility requirements
identified by the Rowan management team and led to a surprising conclusion:
The company needed two specially configured presses rather than a single
eight- or 10-color typical direct mail and commercial printing press. The size
and product mix of Rowan plus the need for on-press variable imaging
demanded greater capacity, productivity and tlexibility than could be obtained
with a single new press.

Press configuration
1\vo uniquely complementary RDP Marathon SR-200 series variable-size
presses were installed during the first quarter of 1999 and could be seen in
full operation during the June 9 open house. Hardesty commented on the
installation: "The presses started in production with no significant problems.
The intuitive touch-screen controls and video inspection system helped in
training operators and quickly building their confidence in press
performance." One of the presses has five offset towers, a file hole station,
reversible die-cut unit, jumbo rewind, folder and high-speed sheeter.
Provisions for web reinsertion extend press capabilities to lO colors, and one
of the offset towers can accept a letterpress or tlexographic printing insert.

Four form rollers and remote control of ink keys are typical of presses
designed for high-quality commercial printing. Rated speed is 1,200 feet per
minute. Hardesty explained, "We can print front and back with more than
four colors each side, which helps not only in our forms business but in
commercial color print work as well."
The second press has three offset towers, two flexo printing units with a
combination of UV and hot air dryers, and a variable imaging station with two
4.25-inch-wide Scitex inkjet heads. The finishing section includes file-ho!e
punching and a reversible die-cutting position. Product can be delivered
folded, in rolls or in sheets. Most of the bar-coded forms and labels produced
by Rowan have three or fewer offset colors. This press is also used for
additional colors and variable imaging on direct mail and promotional
products printed on the five-color press. The tlexo stations can apply metallic
inks and special coatings to enhance color images or protect bar codes and
other inkjet printing.
Both presses are 20.5 inches wide and share inserts for printing, diecutting and punching. The high-speed sheeter with an automatic
batcher/stacker section can be moved between the two presses. AUV dryer,
used most often with one of the tlexo stations on the three-color press, can be
moved to the five-color machine as needed. UV curing capability allows
production of forms for laser printers in rolls or sheets that are ready for
immediate use without an additional storage period to ensure that the ink is
suffiCiently dry. Variable imaging limits the running speed to 500 feet per
minute only on the three-color press, allowing the five-color machine to
operate at full rated speed as often as possible. In describing some of the
benefits of the two complementary presses, Hardesty said, "We are three
times as productive as before and provide customers with the sophisticated,
superior quality print jobs they expect."

Market-driven strategy
Rowan Business Forms provides one example of how a market-driven
strategy can move a forms company into high-growth specialties such as
labels, direct mail, variable imaging, commercial printiIig and forms for laser
printers. The key concept evident at Rowan is that special equipment
configurations can be used to establish a sufficiently strong competitive
position in many products to grow a business beyond a core forms product
base. Current industry trends suggest that a competitive position in several
new products is the most immediate need for many medium-size forms plants
to achieve continued profitable growth.
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